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From the time he could remember, his father made him understand by practical action that the fate of 

the dead was so difficult, but each generation was still living strong and reproducing offspring, with the 

sole purpose of hoping that his own bloodline would finally be able to break the shackles of the Qing 

Society one day in the future and truly win freedom. 

And there are several mountains in front of this goal, and the first mountain that needs to be crossed is 

the poison that comes on regularly in the body. 

This kind of poison, there is really no reason to speak. 

No matter how hard so many dead soldiers and so many generations have tried, they have no way to 

dissolve this bizarre poison. 

Although Thirty Nine Zero had never forgotten his father’s sage advice, he knew very well in his heart 

that this was simply beyond his ability to accomplish. 

He had even placed his hopes, on his own son, or even his future son’s son. 

Just like the psychology of generations of dead soldiers: although he could not break the shackles, but 

his own son, his future son must have a chance, as long as they can achieve this wish in the future, then 

he will be able to laugh at the nine springs. 

He never thought that when he swallowed the antidote given by Ye Chen, he could feel a special power 

spreading rapidly towards his body, and then it fused with the poison in his body. 

Immediately after, the antidote and the poison seemed to have some kind of chemical reaction, and 

both disappeared without a trace. 

If the poison was originally a flesh and blood body can not resist the iron rope, then the antidote, like a 

strong acid that specializes in dissolving the iron rope, but has no effect on the flesh and blood body, 

directly melted the lock to nothing! 

At this time, all the dead soldiers and their relatives, eyes are staring at thirty-nine zero. 

The large scene was almost silent, everyone was holding their breath, anxiously waiting for the feedback 

from thirty-nine zero. 

After ten seconds, thirty-nine zero, who had been like casting a fixation, suddenly had two lines of hot 

tears gushing from the corners of his closed eyes. 

In this needle-thin hall, you can even hear the sound of his tears dropping to the ground one by one. 

At this time, Thirty Nine Zero suddenly opened his eyes, looked at Ye Chen with tears in his eyes, and did 

not say a word, but respectfully bowed to him deeply, and for a long time. 

At this instant, all the dead soldiers and their relatives understood. 



Ye Chen’s antidote must have solved the poison in Thirty Nine Zero’s body, otherwise he would never 

have suddenly given such a big salute of worship. 

And at this time, thirty-nine zero worship on the ground, the body has been unable to control the 

violent trembling up. 

Ye Chen looked at him and asked aloud, “Thirty-nine zero, how do you feel?” 

Thirty-nine zero slowly raised his head, excited but more grateful respectfully said: “Back to the sir …… 

the …… the poison has disappeared…… There’s no trace of it……” 

Once these words came out, thousands of people around a shock, the color of excitement in everyone’s 

face, is already overflowing. 

Thirty-nine zero looked back at the dead soldiers and families on both sides and behind them, turned 

back to Ye Chen, hands clasped fists raised above his head, shouted: “Sir! You are the one who has the 

great power! We dead soldiers have been enslaved for hundreds of years, hundreds of years without 

seeing the light of day, life is worse than death, please help us out of the sea of suffering, we are willing 

to follow you for the rest of our lives!” 

After saying this, he bowed down again! 

The crowd immediately followed, shouting: “We are willing to serve you for the rest of our lives and 

follow your lead!” 

The chanting of thousands of people made the whole underground feel a little trembling. 

Ye Chen could hear that their voices were filled with extreme urgency and desire. 

Getting rid of the shackles of the Broken Qing Society was, for each of them, the greatest wish of their 

lives, as well as the generations of ancestors over the centuries. 
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Getting rid of the shackles of the Broken Qing Society was, for each of them, the greatest wish of their 

lives, as well as the generations of ancestors over the centuries. 

Now, this wish of more than a dozen generations finally had the chance to come true. 

Ye Chen looked at the crowd’s determined and exuberant appearance, couldn’t help but splash a pot of 

cold water and said, “If you serve me, you are bound to be enemies with the Broken Clear Society, 

although you are now controlled by the Broken Clear Society, at least you can still live here, if you are 

enemies with the Broken Clear Society, maybe you will all face danger to your lives, so have you thought 

it over?” 

This time, thousands of people didn’t wait for Thirty Nine Zero to take the lead. 

They shouted with one voice: “Considered!” 

Ye Chen asked again, “You guys have considered it well and want to be enemies with the Broken Clear 

Society, right?” 



The crowd shouted again, “Yes!” 

Ye Chen nodded in satisfaction and said indifferently, “Before I came down, I had already reached a 

cooperation agreement with all the Primus Guards, before the Qing Breaking Society was eradicated, 

they obeyed my orders and gave their allegiance to me, after the Qing Breaking Society was eradicated, 

they could be completely free! Since you are willing to be loyal to me, this cooperation is the same for 

you too! The day the Qing Breaking Society is uprooted is the day you dead soldiers will regain your 

freedom!” 

Hearing that they could regain their freedom, all the dead soldiers were excited and in tears. 

They originally thought that Ye Chen’s condition for giving them the antidote to the poison was that they 

had to be used by Ye Chen for the rest of their lives. 

But even then, they would agree to it without hesitation, because then, although they would have to 

serve Ye Chen for the rest of their lives, but with the loss of that poison in their bodies, their children 

and grandchildren, they would no longer have to look at anyone’s face and become a free man 

completely. 

Sacrificing this generation to seek freedom for future generations was naturally righteous to them. 

But what they did not expect was that Ye Chen did not intend to take this opportunity to take control of 

the rest of their lives. 

This also means that not only their children and grandchildren, can have freedom, but after the broken 

Qing Society breaks, they can also have the same! 

And Ye Chen’s actions also created an extremely stark contrast with the Broken Qing Society’s move to 

control the dead soldiers for generations. 

Thus, a group of people almost regarded Ye Chen as a savior. 

Seeing that the people had sincerely pledged their allegiance, Ye Chen had the prepared antidote 

distributed. 

At this time, more than 3,000 people were still kneeling on the ground, devoutly waiting for the 

antidote. 

Everyone respectfully held their hands above their heads, and when the antidote was handed out to 

them, they then took the pills with both hands. 

However, they did not take the antidote immediately, but subconsciously waited for everyone to get the 

antidote one after another before taking it together with the others around them. 

The scene once again fell into a dead silence. 

From ten seconds later, a lot of faint sobbing sounds were heard. 

It was someone who was too excited to control his emotions and crouched on the ground trying to 

control the painful crying. 

And soon there were people who could no longer control, the whole person howling. 



There were even families hugging each other and crying. 

Some even knelt on the ground and shouted: “Ancestors and ancestors, can your spirits in heaven see 

this? We finally don’t have to be controlled by the evil poison of the Qing Breaking Society anymore! 

Your spirits in heaven must bless us and follow you to destroy the Qing Breaking Society and avenge the 

ancestors!” 

These words immediately triggered the resonance of the crowd, and everyone began to kneel on the 

ground, making a secret wish to their ancestors. 

When Ye Chen saw this scene, he could not help but sigh in his heart: “These dead soldiers are not 

ordinary humiliation, what they endure is two or three hundred years of humiliation, what they bear is 

the weight of more than ten generations! After promising them freedom today, I believe they will 

become the most loyal troops in the future when they destroy the Qing Breakers!” 
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“Enjoying the sunrise?!” 

Thirty Nine Zero was stunned and at the same time full of excitement as he asked, “Sir, is this true?!” 

Ye Chen nodded: “I have just said that in the future, I will make sure that the dead soldiers can take 

turns to go to the ground at any time of the day, and right now this first time will be reserved for those 

children who have never seen the sun, moon and stars.” 

Thirty-nine Zero was excited, but suddenly remembered something and asked Ye Chen, “Sir, at this 

moment it is still dark outside?” 

“Yes.” Ye Chen said, “In another half an hour, it will be light.” 

Thirty-nine Zero looked at the dense lights on the ceiling and sighed, “It seems that our day and night 

inside are diametrically opposed to the outside.” 

Ye Chen smiled faintly, “They don’t want you to calculate the dates in real life, so naturally they will 

invert and distort the time in here with reality.” 

After saying that, Ye Chen added, “But you don’t need to worry, from today onwards, the day and night 

here will be the same as outside, and I will have someone prepare clocks for you, so from now on your 

dates and times will be completely synchronised with real life.” 

Thirty-nine Zero gratefully and respectfully said, “Thank you, sir!” 

Ye Chen said, “By the way, there is another task for you.” 

Thirty-nine Zero busily said, “Please command, sir!” 

Ye Chen said seriously, “Starting tomorrow, you are to divide your people, into three groups, each group 

numbering roughly a thousand people, and then from each group, select one hundred and thirty 

labourers to continue participating in the daily production of the copper mine mining.” 

Saying this, Ye Chen turned around and said to Li Nianzong, the primus guard who was following him, 

“For the sake of fairness, do the same for the primus guard, and have each of the three banners within 



the left, centre and right select roughly twenty labourers to participate in the work together with the 

labourers selected by the dead soldiers.” 

Without thinking, Li Nianzong said, “Don’t worry, sir, I will do it later!” 

Ye Chen instructed again, “The work will be done in three shifts of eight hours, with one on and one off, 

so this requires that at least one more shift be selected internally when choosing people, so that the 

shifts within each group can be rotated to ensure that everyone gets a good rest.” 

“No problem!” Li Nianzong said, “The production scale of this copper mine is not that big, there are only 

a hundred or so people who started work at the same time, the dead soldiers and primus guards 

combined are almost four thousand people, it is still easy to cope with this amount of work.” 

Ye Chen nodded and said, “We let them participate in the work, not to exploit their labour, but to keep 

this copper mine operating normally and not let the Broken Qing Society notice anything unusual, so you 

two tell all the labourers involved in the work that as long as they participate in the labour, I will settle 

their salaries at double the normal treatment of mine workers in Cyprus , when the time comes to settle 

in US dollars.” 

Li Nianzong and Thirty Nine Zero looked at each other and Li Nianzong said, “Sir, there is no need for 

money, you have already helped us so much, you are our great benefactor, how can we take your 

money again, moreover, the ore produced from this copper mine is given to the Broken Clear Society, 

the settlement money will not go into your pocket, is it not the same as you purely stick money? ” 

“Yes,” Thirty Nine Zero also hastened to agree: “Sir, firstly, we can’t let you pay for it, and secondly, the 

money is of no use to us at all, even if you give it to us, it will only be a pile of waste paper for us. The 

money will be of some use to the cause of eradicating the Qing Breaking Society.” 

Ye Chen waved his hand and said very firmly: “You have to be paid for your work, this is one of the few 

truths that have remained unchanged throughout the ages. I will have a list of commonly used goods 

sent to you all at that time, and if you need them, let the Hall of Ten Thousand Dragons be responsible 

for purchasing them and then transporting them here and handing them over to everyone by hidden 

means, and what I can promise is that the Hall of Ten Thousand Dragons will never make any difference 

in price.” 
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Li Nianzong and Thirty Nine Zero were both a little stunned. 

They did not expect that Ye Chen would actually plan to use the Ten Thousand Dragons Hall to help 

them with their simple shopping problems, which obviously sounded a little too exuberant. 

However, once they thought that they would really be able to purchase various things from the outside 

world for themselves and their families with the money they earned from their daily labour, they could 

not help but feel a little bit of anticipation in their hearts. 

After all, Li Nianzong had already been a banner commander of the Primus Guards. Although the banner 

commander was not paid either, he at least lived above ground and had a much better knowledge of the 

world than the subterranean and isolated Thirty-Nine. 



Thirty-nine Zero had continued to explain to his son for several years in order to make him understand 

that the earth was a circle. 

However, his son had not yet gone out on a mission and had not seen the outside world, and Thirty Nine 

Zero himself could not even hold a globe, so there was no reasonable way to make his son understand 

this simplest of truths. 

Once the kind of model Ye Chen was talking about was implemented, and he himself earned money, he 

would only need a few dollars to purchase a globe to explain to his son what the world was really made 

of. 

Ye Chen added at this point, “By the way, for the selection of labourers, I hope you can use families as a 

unit, so that each family can select a strong labourer to participate, so that the maximum fairness and 

justice can be achieved.” 

“Yes sir!” Both of them nodded their heads in agreement without a second thought, and this idea of Ye 

Chen’s coincided with their intentions. 

Ye Chen continued, “Also, if the family members are involved in logistical support, they are also to be 

paid according to the actual type of work and workload, in addition, if there are underage children, each 

of them will be paid a milk fee at two hundred US dollars per month, and this money will be collected 

and held by their family members on their behalf.” 

“Milk money?” The two listened in confusion, completely unable to understand what this money meant. 

Ye Chen simply said indifferently, “Just think of it as a little welfare for the children from me.” 

Saying that, Ye Chen remembered something and said to Thirty Nine Zero again, “By the way, from now 

on, starting at five o’clock every morning and ending at eleven o’clock at night, for these 18 hours, you 

can send at least six groups of people to the surface in turn, and they can change into the uniform 

clothes of the Primus Guards for three hours of outdoor activities at the surface, but they are absolutely 

not allowed to leave the copper mine without permission, so that word will not get out. ” 

Thirty-nine Zero immediately a*sured, “Sir, don’t worry, I’ll give you my word on my head that there will 

never be a single dead soldier, or the family of a dead soldier, leaving the confines of the copper mine 

without permission!” 

“Good.” Ye Chen nodded and said, “Alright, start organising the children to go up one after another 

now!” 
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Soon, batch after batch of babies and toddlers, as well as teenagers, began to ride the mine’s lifting 

device one after another, all the way to a surface they had never set foot on in their lives. 

They included babies who were just a few months old, children who were just learning to speak, and 

teenagers who were on the verge of adulthood. 

In order to give priority to these children to experience the first sunrise of their lives, all adults were 

excluded from the list of those who went to the well this time. 



There is one exception, however, and that is for all children under the age of three, whose mothers are 

allowed to accompany them as guardians to the surface for their belated first sunrise. 

Children under the age of three were accompanied by their mothers, while those over the age of three 

joined hands with their siblings or friends and came to the surface one after another. 

On the roof of the copper mine, more than seven hundred children under the age of eighteen breathed 

in fresh air they had never breathed before and stared with excitement and anticipation at the eastern 

skyline. 

The moment the white of the fish’s belly began to rise in the east, all the children were so excited that 

they didn’t dare to blink, fearing that they would miss the first sunrise of their lives. 

The poor thing was that none of these children, although they had heard their parents talk about the 

sun since they were children, knew what it really looked like. 

After all, there was not even a single picture related to the sun in the Deadman’s quarters. 

Some of the children could not believe how their fathers and grandfathers said that after that dazzling 

ball of fire rose into the sky, everything on earth would be completely illuminated by it. 

The children had only seen lights since they were born, so they had the impression that a light, at most, 

could only illuminate a house, and how could it illuminate everything on earth. 

So, at this moment, they all waited for the moment when they would witness the miracle. 

A few minutes later. 

The sky was gradually brightening and the dappled clouds were visible in the sky. 

The unpredictable sky made all the children look in awe, each one staring in awe at the clouds floating in 

the sky, a sight they had never seen before. 

As the brightness became stronger and stronger, looking around, the earth and all things, as well as the 

magnificent sea, were clearly visible. 

Standing on top of the building, they could easily look down on the sea. 

When the children saw this, they could not help but exclaim in amazement. 

They had heard their fathers talk about the sea, saying that it was a vast expanse of water, and that in 

the extreme distance, the sky and the water were connected in a line, and the sea and the sky were in 

one spectacular colour. 

After all, they had never even seen the sky. 

Now, when they saw the sky and the sea, all abstract descriptions suddenly became vivid and 

incomparable. 

Just as the children let out a cry of amazement, a golden light suddenly rose from the east, and the 

original fish-belly white skyline turned into a golden colour in this instant! 

In the next moment, a golden arc in the sky appeared from the other side of the sea. 



One child pointed to the arc and shouted excitedly, “Look! Is that the sun?!” 
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The eyes of all the children were at that moment attracted by the golden thing that was rising! 

As the sun rose in an ever-increasing arc, ten thousand feet of golden light dyed the entire sky, along 

with the entire sea, golden. 

The sky was aglow with haze, the sea was sparkling with light! 

The rising sun distorted the light of the skyline a little, and it looked, more than anything, dreamy. 

The children, as well as the parents who were looking after the young children, were frozen in awe. 

Even though the light was becoming more and more blinding, no one bothered to blink their eyelids. 

The mothers of the children, and those who were still in their teens, subconsciously clung to their 

closest friends, and they or they in groups, could not control the tears. 

The scene before them was one that they would not have been able to think about for another twenty 

years underground. 

Soon, the golden sun had broken out of the sea and the world was bathed in the first rays of sunlight. 

For the hundreds of millions of ordinary people living in this time zone, it was just a normal, ordinary 

day. 

But for these seven hundred children, this moment was the brand new beginning of their lives! 

Ye Chen looked at the hundreds of young faces illuminated by the sunlight in front of him, and said to Li 

Nianzong, Thirty Nine Zero, and Wan Xiaojun beside him, “Before today, their lives were a long eternal 

night; after today, they will have true light!” 

After saying this, he suddenly made a decision and said in a stern voice, “From today onwards, don’t let 

these children learn martial arts anymore! If anyone really wants to learn, it is not too late to do so 

when they reach the age of eighteen!” 

Thirty-nine said subconsciously, “Sir, if you wait until you are eighteen before you start learning martial 

arts, it will be too late.” 

“Late?” Ye Chen snorted coldly, “If you really want to learn, it’s not too late any day! I don’t want them 

to learn martial arts because I don’t want them to pay too much for their childhood because of the 

Broken Qing Society!” 

“Besides, if our generation can eradicate the Qing Breaking Society, what need is there for these 

children to learn martial arts?” 

“Instead of practising martial arts, they should get out of here, settle with their parents in a peaceful and 

stable country, study hard, get into a good university, study a profession they are interested in, and then 

find a job that will allow them to start a family and create their own value in society!” 

“That, for them, is the best option!” 



Thirty Nine Zero then realised that his thinking was still stuck in the previous mode. 

Before Ye Chen’s appearance, the only thing a dead soldier could do was to improve his abilities as much 

as possible, become a primus guard as much as possible, and after becoming a primus guard, have a few 

more children to ensure that his offspring had a “scholar”, so as to break away from the life of fighting 

and killing. 

But things have changed. 
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Their children did not need them to work hard to make a third of them become “scholarly”. 

As long as they could join Ye Chen in eradicating the Qing Breaking Society, all of their children would 

become true scholars! 

Thinking of this, Thirty Nine said with tears in his eyes, “Thank you, sir, for your great kindness and 

generosity, all the dead soldiers will never forget it!” 

Ye Chen patted him on the shoulder and turned to Wan Bajun and said, “Bajun, from the Hall of Ten 

Thousand Dragons, find a few female warriors with higher education, and have them come here 

regularly to teach the children, using our regular Chinese teaching materials, and also prepare a set of 

projection equipment down there, and show the children some films every day that can give them a 

quick understanding of the world, of history and the present. ” 

After saying that, Ye Chen added: “Right, there is also the Internet, move a network cable in, prepare 

some computers, so that the children know what is the Internet, but the Internet for the time being can 

not let the children get started on their own, after all, we have to be careful that they accidentally leak 

information to be discovered by the Broken Qing Society.” 

Without thinking, Wan Xiaojun said, “Don’t worry, Mr. Ye, I will make all the arrangements!” 

Ye Chen nodded gently and said to Thirty Nine Zero, “In another twenty minutes, take the children down 

first, then come to the meeting room and we will all have a meeting together.” 

Thirty Nine Zero immediately said respectfully, “Yes sir!” 

Ye Chen didn’t say any more, but took Wan Xiaojun and the others and went to the meeting room first. 

Right now, it was already dawn, and the supplies that the ships had delivered to the copper mine last 

night had been quietly transported long before dawn, and the loading of the copper ore was now taking 

place at the pier, and once the loading was finished, it would be time for Duan Liye, as the special envoy, 

to return to the ship. 

Ye Chen needed to smooth out all the links and solve all the hidden problems before then, so that he 

could ensure that Duan Liye would not be exposed when he arrived in Turkey after he left. 

As for how to keep Duan Liye from revealing the clues, Ye Chen also had a new idea of his own. 



In the past, he did not use psychological suggestion very often because it had a very serious drawback. 

Once the target person was in a controlled state, his behaviour and reaction would appear to be 

somewhat slow, and a discerning person could see at a glance that something was wrong. 

In the past, when Ma Lan was at her peak, Ye Chen did not use psychological suggestion on her, just 

because of this reason. 

Once the psychological suggestion was on, Ma Lan would definitely be able to be honest, but the person 

would also become far from his usual self, and his wife Xiao Churan would definitely notice the 

abnormality by then. 

Duan Liye’s situation was the same. 

Even more, it was a little trickier. 

The reason for this was mainly because these middle and senior members within the Broken Clear 

Society were all not weak, and Dark Realm experts were supposed to have eyes and ears to see and hear 

everything, so if Duan Liye showed too much abnormality, once he arrived in Turkey to return to his 

superiors, he would definitely be seen out. 

Therefore, Ye Chen planned to play a trick. 

So, he called Duan Liye to him and opened his mouth to ask, “Duan Liye let me ask you, is there anyone 

else from the Turkish side who would come here normally, apart from you and your a*sistant?” 

“No more.” Duan Liye shook his head and said respectfully, “I’m a fixed envoy and I’m mainly in charge 

of this line, so every time I’m the one in charge of bringing medicine and supplies over, no one else will 

follow along.” 
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Ye Chen asked again, “And there won’t be anyone of a higher rank than you, coming here to check on 

the situation?” 

Duan Liye shook his head, “In order to avoid exposing the top management, the organization’s 

consistent attitude is to have a single person and a single line of contact, and no other senior executives 

will be sent to participate.” 

“That’s good.” Ye Chen’s heart became more solid as he opened his mouth and asked him, “As long as 

you tell your superiors that everything is normal here, they won’t suspect too much, right?” 

Duan Liye nodded and said, “Normally that’s the case, but it still needs to be combined with some of the 

surveillance footage here, before I leave, I will bring the surveillance hard drive back to them, and they 

will copy the footage from the hard drive and analyse it.” 

Ye Chen asked him, “Who will analyse it?” 

Duan Liye said, “There should be a special security team in charge.” 

Ye Chen turned to Wan Bajun and asked, “Bajun, can the surveillance footage be tampered with?” 



Wan Bajun nodded and said, “It’s too easy, the team under me can modify the surveillance footage 

frame by frame, and make sure that the other party doesn’t see any clues.” 

“Good.” Ye Chen nodded slightly and turned to Li Nianzong, “Copy out the surveillance before this 

morning and give it to him to take away, and for the surveillance behind, let Duan Liye take it away the 

next time he comes after Broken Army’s people have taken care of it.” 

Li Nianzong was busy saying, “Yes sir!” 

Ye Chen asked Duan Liye again, “If you tell your superiors that everything is normal here, and the 

surveillance footage does not reveal anything unusual, will your superiors still ask for more details like 

you?” 

“No.” Duan Liye shook his head and said, “He also has very little communication with me, he barely 

meets with me usually, and when I say that everything is not abnormal, he will report to his superiors 

truthfully.” 

Saying that, Duan Liye further explained, “Within the Broken Qing Society, due to the severe poison in 

our bodies and the fact that everyone needs the antidote, the organization has never had any deviation 

in our control, so the organization has always focused on strictly preventing the outside world from 

prying into the secrets of the Broken Qing Society, but there is not much worry that there will be traitors 

within the Broken Qing Society, after all, everyone’s life is in the Broken Qing Society’s hands, no one 

would go against the Broken Clear Society, even the dead soldiers who went out on missions wouldn’t 

dare to escape, after all, not only were their own lives in the hands of the organization, but so were the 

lives of their families.” 

Ye Chen nodded, it seemed that the Broken Qing Society was very confident in their antidote and did 

not think that anyone could break this antidote. 

Thinking of this, he only had one last thing left to do, and that was to give Duan Liye, a new 

“psychological suggestion”. 

This new “mental suggestion” was more complex, more powerful and more skillful. 

This would be the killer solution to his last problem. 

With this in mind, he called Duan Liye to his office and sent more aura into his body when there were 

only two people in the office. 

Afterwards, Ye Chen stared at Duan Liye and said in a cold voice, “Remember, Duan Liye! From now on, 

as soon as you get off the ship and enter the copper mine, you will remember me and remember that I 

am your only master, and then you will stay here honestly and wait for my people to make all the 

preparations before you return to the freighter as if nothing has happened. 

Duan Liye nodded his head without hesitation and said, “My subordinate understands!” 

Ye Chen turned his words and said, “However, once you get on the ship, you will forget about me and 

me being your only master for a while, forget about the psychological suggestion I just gave you, and in 

your subconscious mind, you only need to firmly believe in one thing, that is: you have finished all the 



work inside the copper mine, and firmly believe that everything is fine and there is nothing abnormal 

inside the copper mine! ” 

“Other than that, you should follow your true nature, be your envoy, practice your martial arts, play 

with your male pets, and do whatever you want with Duan Liye! Can you hear me?” 

 


